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THE FLAVOR PLAYGROUND

The OC Night Market offers foodies the ultimate culinary fix.

Koda Farms Expands Its Rice Offerings.
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Korean Bites by Chef Judy Joo
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CELEBRATING OUR 85TH YEAR AND THE FUTURE OF THE P.C.

Graduation ceremonies. Kids splashing in swimming pools. Outdoor picnics with friends and family. Weddings. Church carnivals. Obon dancing. Long-awaited (and deserved) vacations to fabulous destinations. Ah...the joys of summer!

There’s just something refreshing and invigorating about summer, and perhaps nowhere is that more evident than at the Pacific Citizen, where that feeling is in full swing.

The P.C. is as busy as ever, continuing its daily operations to bring our readers AAJIP news and information from our communities and beyond. And helping us do that is our newest staffer, Tiffany Ujiye, who joins the P.C. as Assistant Editor.

I am proud to welcome Tiffany and announce that she will be an integral part of our staff and our efforts to move the P.C. into the future with a new and improved website that will make it the place to search for AAJIP news.

A special thank you goes to the JAACL National Board for valuing and approving this vital position to the P.C.’s editorial staff.

Your commitment and support to us is truly appreciated and recognized.

Tiffany also joins the P.C. at a momentous point in the newspaper’s history.

This year the P.C. is marking its 85th year as the national newspaper of the JAACL. Throughout the decades, the P.C. has been there to cover history’s most important moments — from World War II to the civil rights era to redress to equal rights for all — and we have no plans to slow down.

But the P.C. needs your help more than ever. Our Spring Campaign is the single most important push to keep our legacy alive.

Our staff is energized and ready to move the P.C. into the future, and your donations absolutely help fund our daily operations, purchase necessary office equipment and finally complete our website.

Keep the P.C. on your radar because in the coming months, you’ll see the fruits of your generous donations with our relaunched website.

The future is now, and the P.C. is yours. Make your voice heard by letting us know your thoughts on where you’d like to see us — in print, in digital or both! Tomorrow starts with today. Owarai and upward we shall go!

Sincerely,
Allison Haramoto, executive editor
NIKKEI VOICE

GROWING UP WITH STINKY, SLIMY, ALTOGETHER WONDERFUL JAPANESE FOOD

By Gil Anahana

I'm a foodie. Everyone knows this. I write about food. I take photos of food everywhere I dine. I love to cook and I love food everywhere. One of my personal rules has always been, if someone somewhere in the world does something, I'm willing to try it. .at least once.

So, I've had chocolate-covered ants, Fried geese. The meat of some strange animals that you wouldn't think humans ought to eat, like elephant brats.

In a way, I was preparing for the gastronomically open-mindedness (open-stomachedness?) by growing up Japanese. I was raised in Japan until I was 5, and even lifelong, Japanese Americans know what I mean when I say that Japanese cuisine — although hailed today as the epitome of high culture and accepted as mainstream with commonplace dishes like sukiyaki, nasi tumpeng, sushiyaki, and teiyaki — can feature some nasty stuff.

Pouf smelling, slimy and sticky-textured. Food that's best swallowed quickly, without chewing or thinking about it. No tasting, the flavor, just pop it in and send it down the chute.

A lot of people probably would disagree with me, but I feel that way about oysters. I think they're gross. Keeping my personal rule in mind, I'll eat them. If I'm at a nice restaurant in a town like Boston, where oysters are de rigueur, but I won't seek them out and suggest an oyster bar for a night out.

It's ironic, then, that people who would shun down an oyster at a moment's notice would probably themselves get grossed out at some things I love: raw eggs mixed with soy sauce and diced on hot rice, natto (fermented soybeans) mixed with soy sauce and hot rice; crunchy almond; oden, an edible winter stew.

Natto, in particular, seems to turn off lots of Japanese in Japan as well as stateside. I'm told natto stinks, though I've never felt offended by its odor. People say it smells like dirty feet, but dutani — the ugly, pungent fruit of Southeast Asia — smells much more like dirty feet than natto. But more than the small, people think natto is yucky because of its slimy, smelly texture. From fermentation, the soybeans are coated with a tangy, white film that evokes the slimy coating of the creatures in the Alien movies. But you know what? Natto is one of the healthiest foods you can eat (Not so much the white rye you'd mix it with, however . . .)

Tabuna is a side dish. I grew up with, one of the myriad of (tabemono) or pickled and prepared vegetables that are served alongside traditional Japanese dishes. Tabuna is just pickled daikon radish. It's usually bright yellow, from the addition of ground turmeric, and tastes sweet and spicy and crunchy when you eat it. But when you just smell it, it stinks to high heaven.

My wife, Eri, has a wonderfully easy family recipe for making daikon, so every couple of months, she makes a big bowl of it and puts it in five or six jars for my mom, who eats a few pieces with every meal. Once it's made, we let it set overnight in the kitchen, counter, and then I try to get the jars to my mom's house right away because it stinks up the whole house, and my car, too. For the next couple of months, every time my mom opens her refrigerator door, it smells like something cooked in there and died.

>> See JAPANESE FOOD on page 16

FOR THE RECORD

STILL MY HERO

By John Tatsushi

When I began writing this column on Friday morning, my opening statement was this:

It's possible and maybe even likely that Eric Shinseki will have resigned as the Secretary of the troubled Department of Veterans Affairs by the time this column appears in the F.C.

Hope not.

As it turned out, it was too much to hope for because by the afternoon on May 30, the media announced his resignation. Much maligned and under fire for his role in the VA scandal that surfaced at the Phoenix VA earlier this year, Shinseki had been under fire to resign, mostly by Republicans, joined in the end by some Democrats.

What began with a whistle-blower report of corrupt administrative practices at the Phoenix VA facility erupted into what appears to be a systemic problem throughout the VA service.

An inspector general's preliminary report of the VA system issued May 28 presented a shocking picture of serious malfeasance at over half of the VA's hospitals and added fuel to the fire for those who demanded Shinseki's resignation.

The problems at the VA were not of Shinseki's making. He inherited them. They existed for decades, long before he was even in a Veterans Affairs secretary. Let's face it: the VA for decades has labored as a dysfunctional bureaucracy that is badly understaffed and has had to face increasing demands as thousands of veterans returning from Iraq and Afghanistan have sought care.

In his five years as Secretary, Shinseki asserted a bold vision to eliminate homelessness among veterans by 2015 and overhaul much of what didn't work within the system. While he was surprisingly successful in dealing with both issues, he was blind-sided by the more recently publicized waiting-time scandal.

Shinseki was willing to take responsibility for the current scandal. At heart, he's a good soldier who is willing to fall on his sword to allow the president time to Repair the political damage caused by the VA.

But Congress must also bear some of the blame. Forty-one Republican senators filibustered earlier this year to kill a bill that would have provided funding and support for badly needed resources at VA facilities around the country. In fact, it was those same 41 Republican senators who claimed the loudest for Shinseki's resignation.

The only voice I have for such shameful hypocrisy can not be printed in these pages.

Throughout the ordeal of this witch hunt, Shinseki was banded by virtually everyone Michael Bleicher, a Vietnam veteran and the director of St. Cloud to Phoenix, was one of the only voices heard publicly in Shinseki's defense.

The IACL, I noticed, remained cautiously silent throughout the ordeal.

I regret that Shinseki wasn't given the opportunity to deal with the corruption and malfeasance reported at VA facilities around the country. I have every confidence that, if given the chance, he would have done more to correct what you recently became known as the appointment time problems at so many VA hospitals. These were fixable problems that could have been corrected while investigations continued.

Eric Shinseki has had a long and distinguished career serving this nation, 38 years as a highly decorated soldier and five as the Secretary of the Department of Veterans Affairs. He survived two combat tours in Vietnam but could not survive the embattled battlefield of Washington politics.

As he leaves Washington, I wish him well.

John Tatsushi is a former IACL National Director.
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Beset by growing evidence of patient delays and cover-ups, embattled Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki resigned from President Barack Obama’s Cabinet on May 30, taking the blame for what he described as a “lack of integrity” in the sprawling health care system for the nation’s military veterans.

Obama, under mounting pressure to act from fellow Democrats who are alarmed about political fallout in the fall elections, praised the retired four-star general and said he accepted his resignation with “considerable regret.” But the president, too, focused on increasingly troubling allegations of treatment delays and preventable deaths at veterans hospitals around the country.

Emerging from an Oval Office meeting with Shinseki, a stone-faced Obama said the secretary himself acknowledged he had become a distraction as the administration moved to address the VA’s troubles, and the president agreed with him.

“We don’t have time for distractions,” Obama said. “We need to fix the problem.”

One of Shinseki’s last acts as secretary was to hand the president an internal accounting that understood just how big the problems have become. It showed that in some cases, VA schedulers have been pressured to fake information for reports to make waiting times for medical appointments look more favorable.

“It is totally unacceptable,” Obama said. “Our vets deserve the best. They’ve earned it.”

The president appointed Sloan Gibson, the No. 2 at the Veterans Affairs Department, as temporary secretary as the search for a permanent successor began. Obama also asked Rob Nabors, a top White House aide who has been dispatched to the VA to oversee a broad review, to stay for the time being.

Gibson, who has been Shinseki’s deputy for about three months, was formerly president and CEO of the USC, the nonprofit organization that provides programs and services to U.S. troops and their families. Gibson is the son of an Army Air Corpman who served in World War II and the grandson of a World War I Army infantryman.

Republicans in Congress said the shake-up wasn’t enough to solve problems at an agency that has been struggling to keep up with a large demand for its services — some 9 million enrolled now compared to 8 million in 2008. The strain comes from returning Iraq and Afghanistan veterans, aging Vietnam war vets who now have more health problems, a move by Congress to expand the number of those eligible for care and the migration of veterans to the VA during the last recession after they lost their jobs or switched to the VA when their private insurance became more expensive.

“Personal change cannot be used as an excuse to paper over a systemic problem,” said House Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio), who had held off in calling for Shinseki’s resignation. “Our veterans deserve better. We’ll hold the president accountable until he makes things right.”

The massive bureaucracy at the VA has come under intense scrutiny over the past month, following allegations that 40 veterans died while waiting care at a Phoenix hospital where employees kept a secret waiting list to cover up delays. On May 26, the VA Inspector general reported that 1,700 veterans seeking treatment at the Phoenix facility were at risk of being, “forgotten or lost.”

After that scathing report, a cascade of Democrats on the ballot in the fall midterm elections joined dozens of Republicans in calling for Shinseki to step down.

Administration officials said the combined pressure of the VA Inspector’s troubling findings and the extreme focus on Shinseki’s status led Obama to conclude that the secretary would probably need to resign. But they said the president wanted to first allow Shinseki an opportunity to submit his own report to the White House, set in motion a series of firings in the agency, and speak to veterans at a long-planned appearance on May 30.

In his speech to the National Coalition for Homeless Veterans, Shinseki said, “I extend an apology to the people whom I care most deeply about — that’s the veterans of this great country — to their families and loved ones, who I have been honored to serve for over five years now. It’s the calling of a lifetime.”

The 71-year-old Shinseki said he had been “trusting in” one of the VA’s system. He then headed to the White House to offer his resignation to the president during a 30-minute meeting.

Obama appeared to take no comfort in outing Shinseki, a disabled Vietnam veteran and former Army chief of staff who has overseen the VA since the start of the Obama presidency. He called him “a good person who’s done some real work on our behalf.”

Problems at the VA were back well before Shinseki took the helm. The VA inspector general has issued 18 reports since 2005 that highlighted deficiencies in scheduling at both the national and local levels. Congressional lawmakers are working on legislation that would seek to address those problems. Including a bill passed by the Republican-led House that would give the VA greater ability to fire up to 450 senior executives. The Democrat-controlled Senate is likely to debate a different version of the bill passed by Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt).

In his final words as secretary, Shinseki asked Congress to support Sanders’ legislation. He also announced that the government would not give any VA performace bonuses this year and would use all authorities it has against those who instigated or tolerated “the falsification of wait-time records.”
VENTURA COUNTY JAACL PAYS HOMAGE TO HISTORIC JAPANESE CEMETERY

By Anne Chilcott

A small but hearty band of Ventura County JAACL members and friends met on May 10 at the triangular corner of Pleasant Valley Road and Easting Road in Oxnard, Calif., to remove weeds and trash from the Historic Japanese Cemetery, where many Issei were buried in the 1900s.

The JAACL Ventura County chapter has been the unofficial caretaker of the cemetery for many years, and each year on the day before Mother’s Day, the chapter gathers to do the annual clean up. Mother’s Day is a symbol, as it is a way to honor those mothers, grandmothers, aunts, sisters and girls who are all buried at the cemetery.

Through the years, the city of Oxnard has done improvements in the area, including installing a wrought-iron fence around most of the cemetery, providing sidewalks and landscaping in the pathway.

Ventura County JAACLers and friends gather at the Historic Japanese Cemetery. Pictures are (back row, from left) John Kikuchi (a Boy Scout who did his Eagle Scout project there), Daniel Kikuchi, Karen Kikuchi, Ken Nakano, Elizabeth Hroyasu, Carl White, Yas Umeda, Alko O. King, Joanne Nakano, Jules Kiamagai and Chuchi Kuniyoshi. (Front, from left) Anne Chilcott and Yasuko Kijnaka.

YAKULT OPENS FIRST AMERICAN PLANT

By F.C. Staff

Japanese probiotic empire Yakult USA started production May 23 at its first American plant in Fountain Valley, Calif., distributing 400,000 bottles each day across the United States.

At first the thought of consuming bacteria isn’t a pleasant one, but Yakult aims to educate people about the benefits of good bacteria. Packed in each small beige bottle of Yakult lies billions of Lactobacillus casei Shirota strains, successfully cultured and ready to build a healthy intestinal tract.

Attendees at the ribbon-cutting ceremony were given tours of the facility’s state-of-the-art plant and welcomed by Hideyuki Shiba, vp of science and public relations, and Masahiro Shimizu, president and CEO of Yakult USA.

“Seeing this wonderful plant today, I am reminded that it was the right choice to build it here,” said Yoshiharu Kawabata, deputy president and executive officer of Yakult. Fountain Valley was chosen as the site of Yakult’s first manufacturing plant because sales are concentrated in Southern California. However, Yakult decided the infrastructure and the location offered worked with future expansion ability,” Shimizu said.

The plant will allow Yakult to supply its North American market instead of importing its product from Mexico to meet expected future growth.

Currently, the little red bottles reach more than 35 countries, with 7,000 stores in the U.S., including Walmart, carrying the brand. It can take between one to three days for the bottles to reach store shelves from the plant.

Four tours given at the ribbon-cutting ceremony will be open to the public in July at the Fountain Valley plant. Appointments are required, but everyone is welcome to submit an application and explore the facility.
ARIZONA CHAPTER HOSTS
TEACHER-TRAINING WORKSHOP

With support of volunteers from the Arizona Chapter, the second JACL Teacher-Training Workshop funded through a grant from the National Park Services’ Japanese American Con demint Site program took place on March 6 at the Temple Center for the Arts in Tempe, Ariz.

Educators who attended the workshop, which was arranged to be held at the Temple Center by Megan Gately, a representative from the Pacific Southwest District on the National Education Committee, heard personal recollections about life in “relocation” centers from Doris Asano, Tom Kosuki and Joyce Saka. Also in attendance were Arizona Chapter President Donna Cheung, along with Cindy Harbottle, Warren Komatsu, Sharon Ishii-Jordan and Greg Manzanti. Acknowledgement goes to members of the Arizona Chapter for continuing their efforts to ensure the information experiences of Japanese Americans during World War II be shared with teachers and students.

The next JACL Teacher-Training Workshop will take place in Washington at the Bellevue Art Museum on Aug. 9.

Berkeley JACL Honors Scholarship and Pioneer Recipients

Recognized at the 2014 Berkeley awards luncheon were (from left) Steve Higashi (for Pioneer awardee Takeuchi), Pelio Nabeto (Yamashita Memorial), Whitney Tanahashi (for scholarship recipient Nalao of Berkeley HS), George Kono (Kono Memorial), “Cookie” Takeuchi, Ken Abe (Date Memorial), Ryan Nakamura of Piedmont HS, Christina Fa (for scholarship recipient P-Kaji of Berkeley HS) and Union Bank’s Victor Vazquez.

The Berkeley JACL awarded scholarships to high school seniors Reyna Pa-Kaji, Ryan Nakamura and Hina Nihao, as well as presented Pioneer Awards to “Cookie” Doro Takeda and Laura Takeuchi (posthumously) during the chapter’s May 18 awards luncheon held at Spenger’s Fresh Fish Grotto in Berkeley, Calif.

Serving as members of this year’s committee were Maru Tajima, Vera Kamman, Neid Ouye, Al Saka, Sharon Sue, Alexandra Takanaka and Ron Tanaka (chair).

TWIN CITIES JACL AWARDS NINE SCHOLARSHIPS

The Twin Cities JACL continued the tradition of recognizing outstanding local high school seniors at its 51st annual Scholarship Awards Banquet on May 15 at the Chateau in Medicine Lake, Minn. Scholarships totaling $17,000 were awarded to nine high school seniors on the basis of academic excellence, community service, extracurricular activities and an essay on “The Value of Further Education.”

“This year’s applicants were highly accomplished in athletics, music, language and community service, while also maintaining high academic standards,” said Pam Ohno Dagobert, committee chair. It was a pleasure for us to recognize such an impressive group of young people.”

In addition to Dagobert, this year’s scholarship committee consisted of Carol Dean, Sylvia Farrell, Connie Tuchiya and Rall Tuchiya.

The Twin Cities JACL 2014 scholarship awardees are (front row, from left) Quinn Coyle, Blake School; Karen Edwards, Lakeville North HS; Megumi Priester, Blake School; Shawn Ramp, Math and Science Academy-woodbury; and (back row, from left) Roy Ramsad, Cannon Falls HS; Vincent Beltran, Mounds View HS; Kyle Tuchiya, Eden Prairie HS; and Matthew Dizas, Edina HS. Not pictured is Matthew Nakahama, Eden Prairie HS.

Snake River Awards 2014 Scholarships

Nearly 100 people attended the Snake River JACL’s 59th annual graduation banquet on May 7 at the Four Rivers Cultural Center in Ontario, Ore., in which scholarships were awarded to five high school seniors. Pictured are keynote speaker Ret. Col. Donald Takami (center) with recipients (from left) Christopher Beltran, Cole Takasu, Aliya Yano, Allysha Yasuda and Ashley Suyematsu.
THE FLAVOR PLAYGROUND

The OC Night Market attracts thousands of foodies to savor its culinary offerings ranging from supertrendy ramen burgers to, oh, yes, stinky tofu.

By Tiffany Ujiye
P.C. Assistant Editor

A hazy canopy of divine flavors and exotic spices filled the night sky, dancing above the bright, twinkling seat lights below where deep fryers, grills, smokers, stockpots, ovens and BBQ pits hustled through orders in a no-nonsense, no reservations kind of way.

It was here at the OC Fair Grounds in Costa Mesa, Calif., that Orange County welcomed the 616 Night Market for the first time last month, attracting thousands of visitors over the May 9-11 weekend. The popular San Gabriel Valley attraction, appropriately named after its area code, hosted more than 200 food and retail vendors, performers, artists and film makers. It’s a foodie paradise.

Food truck vendors and culinary craze Ramen Burger gave hungry foodies the chance to taste a new Kato Shima restaurant’s original ramen burger. Labeled the most hyped culinary trend from coast to coast, the original burger features a 1/2 lb. beef patty, served with a secret shoyu glaze, fresh market vegetables and an USDA prime ground beef chuck patty.

At the OC Night Market, a shredded beef and veggie option was available with cheese and bacon as an extra topping, but no ramen burger was complete without a side of shaka-shaka fries. An order came with two options of either red miso or seaweed, white miso cheese or garlic shoyu butter flavors.

Each order then came made to order, right in front of the customers.

But sometimes the dishes tasted better than they smelled, like the ever-famous and glorious stinky tofu.

This national food of Taiwan is made from fermented tofu that is either boiled or fried and is served with yeilded, soy sauce, bok choy shoots or a thousand-year-old egg. Although its flavors dazzle one’s taste buds, its smell, designed to destroy one’s nose, is a boiled fusion of sweaty am pits and a dash of fertilizer, giving vendors serving up the delicacy dibs on a corner plot in the Night Market, complete with industrial fans.

Customers popped open their plastic box containers to let out a sneezy whiff and we’re either excited or horrified.

“I was really scared because you can just smell it,” said a first-time taster with his wife. But it’s not bad. It tastes like fried eggs or something.” By 9 p.m., five hours after opening, a constant line of eager tasters and tasters stood in front of the vendor booth.

See PLAYGROUND on page 10

Crowds gathered at the OC Fair Grounds well into the night to grab a bite from over 200 food vendors.
FARMING RICE WITH KODA FARMS

California’s oldest family-owned and -operated rice farm continues to produce top-quality product and is on the verge of expanding its offerings.

By Connie K. Ho
Contributor

Today are set up in rows. Fruits and vegetables are laid out on display. On a Wednesday morning, the Santa Monica Farmers Market in Santa Monica, Calif., is already bustling with groups of people on a mission to find the freshest produce. Amongst this crowd, you’ll find Koda Farms, a family farm that’s famously known for its rice.

Koda Farms is California’s oldest family-owned and -operated rice farm. These days, Koda Farms is managed in Los Angeles, Calif., by siblings Ross and Robin Koda, the grandchildren of founder Keisaburo Koda. The two oversee all parts of production, from growing and harvesting to milling and packaging, the Japanese-style rice and rice flours. Their products can be found in major Asian stores such as Mitsuwa Market, Nijiya Market and Marukai.

I’ve always been involved in some degree in the farm because we lived in the farm. It was kind of cut off in the countryside. From a young age, I was always told to work with my dad so I would see what was going on,” said Ross Koda, whose first memories of working on the farm were chopping weeds.

Robin Koda, his older sister, also has memories of her childhood on the grounds.

“As a kid, the rice farm was a really wonderful place to grow up. In the summer, we would walk the Jewels, collect tadpoles, fish for crickets and find birds’ nests,” said Robin Koda in an interview with Cool Hunting.

One of Koda Farms’ most popular items is their organic rice.

For me, I really like the organic rice, the organic Kokuho Rose. It’s a completely different farming system than the conventional rice that we’ve been doing for the past few years or so,” said Ross Koda. “It’s just more complex — there are more challenges to grow organic rice than conventional rice.”

Other people have taken notice of their dedication to producing quality rice, including New York Times food journalist Mark Bittman, who wrote that Koda Farms probably grows the best rice in the United States.

“We’re very grateful to hear that because the Kokuho Rose is a very old variety. It’s over 50 years old, so, in our opinion, it’s not as high-yielding,” said Ross Koda. “Our target is 5,000 pounds per acre, and for the more varieties, their target is 9,000 pounds per acre. So, we’re going, completely opposite from the rest of the rice industry — we’re going for quality and not yield, and everyone else is going for yield and not quality.”

Local chefs love the rice as well. Sonoko Sakai, a Japanese cooking teacher and food writer based in Southern California, is a frequent shopper at the Santa Monica Farmers Market. She has experimented with a variety of brands of rice while researching a cookbook on the grain.

“[Koda Farms’] rice is of high quality,” said Sakai, who likes to eat her rice plain, preferably brown rice.

Sakai’s family has a long history with the Kosai in the early 1900s, her great-grandfather and their grandfathers came on the same boat to the United States, and she has heard stories about the family and their rice ever since.
Other popular foods such as oyster pancakes, sushi, boba milk tea, yakitori, fresh-grilled lobster and fusion dishes gave foodies their fix.

Even Bobasaurus Rex returned for his second bite, coming in with 300 gallons of milk tea and boba. He now sits as the 626 Night Market’s official mascot. As the world’s largest boba cup, Bobasaurus Rex measures six feet in length and is equipped with a straw and plastic cover just as one would find at a human-sized boba tea store. The original boba monster was made and designed by a San Gabriel Valley artist discovered by Soo Lee at last year’s 626 Night Market at Santa Anita Park in Arcadia, Calif.

I wanted to showcase all of this talent,” Jonny Hwang, founder of the 626 Night Market, said when asked a bout featured artists and local entrepreneurs. “I want people to discover new art and food because a lot of good things can happen from that.”

In 2010, Hwang looked around the idea with friends a bout starting a night market similar to the ones he visited in Taiwan when he lived there with his family. At the time, Hwang’s day job was a movie studio, and he spent his evenings working on his night market project. Two years later, Hwang and his team were set to host the first 626 Night Market on April 14, 2012, but only a few restaurants had shown interest.

“We needed 80 vendors,” Hwang said, “and we were like, ‘OK, in two weeks if no one signs up, we have to cancel it.’” In the coming months, Hwang and his friends went door-to-door, asking their favorite restaurants and friends to sign up. At the two-week mark, Hwang was still short of vendors — until his cellphone overloaded with social media messages.

In the weeks leading up to the market, Hwang checked the website stats after coming home from a business trip in San Francisco to find that the site went from 15 visits a day to more than 5,000 overnight. People were sharing the website and event information across multiple social media platforms — from Twitter to Face book to emails.

On April 14, 2012, Hwang and his team opened the first 626 Night Market at 5 p.m. in Pasadena, Calif. The team was prepared to receive roughly 8,000 hungry visitors, but after the first hour, vendors were running out of food.

“Too many people had shown up,” Hwang said. “It will take less than an hour after that. Hwang recalled. It was pretty traumatic actually.”

Traffic decreased from the streets surrounding the Pasadena event grew into a lockdown. The city of Pasadena and Hwang had not expected such a turn out and were unprepared for such a large response. On the same night, the 626 Night Market received more than 300 one-star reviews on Yelp.com, breaking the world record of one-star reviews.

But what seemed like a massive failure and a horrible world record was truly a message to Hwang and his team, that there was a need for the 626 Night Market.

Three months later, Hwang tried again with the second 626 Night Market at Pasadena’s City Hall. The event occupied six to seven blocks around City Hall, with plenty of parking and easy access.

Needless to say, the event this time went much smoother, with more than 50,000 visitors coming to explore the culinary creations that weekend; the following year, Hwang decided to relocate the event to the Santa Anita Park, the epicenter of 626.

Now in its third year, Hwang and his team are branching out past the San Gabriel Valley.

“We’ve definitely been branching out and expanding,” Hwang said. “DTLA is going to be a great next step with L.A. Live and the skyline in the background.”

The DTLA Night Market will be held at Stephen Center, Lot 7, 1300 S. Figueroa St. from 4 p.m. to midnight. Purchase your presale tickets for $10 at www.626nightmarket.com or $10 at the door.
Hello From the San Joaquin Valley

As we say farewell to Spring, we've finished the annual ritual of planting of our Heirloom Kokuho Rose® and Sho-Chiku-Bai® Sweet Rice. Mother Nature willing, these fields will soon mature into lush expanses of green. Resolute in the face of challenge, especially the diastatic consequences of natural and man-made drought, we carry on in the tradition of our grandfather and Koda Farms founder, Keisaburo Koda.

Our family has now been farming in California for over 85 years and we look forward to our approaching centennial. To some that milestone may seem distant, but in farming, the long term picture is always in sight. This was especially true for our grandfather who during the World War II internment of Japanese Americans lost over 90% of everything he owned. After the family's release from Amache, Colorado, he fought tooth and nail to re-establish his farm and milling operations and instilled in those around him an indomitable sense of hope for a better future.

As always, we are thankful for our faithful patrons, new and old, whom inspire us to forge ahead.

Koda Farms is the oldest, continuously family-owned and operated rice farm and mill in California. We oversee all facets of production—from growing and harvesting our proprietary heirloom strains, to milling and packaging in our own facilities. Our trademarks and products include Kokuho® Rice, Heirloom Japanese style rice, Sho-Chiku-Bai® Sweet Rice, Mochiko® Blue Star® Sweet Rice Flour, Kokuho Rose®, Fuyuho, and Diamond 100® Rice Flour. (Certified Organic & Conventional versions available. Our products are Gluten-free, certified Kosher, and have always been GMO-free.)

Koda Farms, Inc., South Dos Palos, CA 93665
kodafarms.com

Summer Greetings
JET-SETTING WITH CHEF JUDY JOO

The renowned international chef introduces the flavors of Korea with her new Cooking Channel series ‘Korean Food Made Simple.’

By Connie K. He, Contributor

Home isn’t necessarily where you live or pay taxes, it’s where you feel like you belong.” Global traveler and chef extraordinary Judy Joo knows what she’s talking about. One of the four Iron Chefs for the United Kingdom and the executive chef of the Playboy Club London, Joo travels frequently between New York City and London. Originally from New Jersey, she went to New York to study at Columbia University and graduated with a degree in engineering. After years working for Morgan Stanley on the trading floor, Joo left to pursue her true passion of cooking and, years later, has her own show on the Cooking Channel.

With her new series “Korean Food Made Simple,” Joo introduces the audience to the flavors of Korea, including the trendy dining found in Seoul and the seafood traditions of the seaside city of Busan. With the series, Joo teaches viewers how to make simple, delicious Korean dishes that are easy and quick to put together. Recipes for kimchi fried rice and mandu dumplings are just a few standouts featured on the series. Chef Joo, 59, recently started with the Pacific Citizen on her experience with the show and some of her cooking inspirations.

Pacific Citizen: How did “Korean Food Made Simple” come about?
Judy Joo: I’d been thinking about it, but it was approached by a production company. The show was funded by the Korean government almost entirely, so it was obviously in their best interest to promote Korean food and Korean culture. It’s a joint venture between the Korean production company and a U.K. production company, and the U.K. production company found me.

What was it like filming in Korea?
Joo: I’ve been going to Korea since I was a little kid. I spent summers in Korea, so I’ve probably been to Korea more times than I can count—I’ve been going for a lifetime. I filmed a documentary in Korea before, but this was my first large film production in Korea, which was interesting. Half of our stuff was a Korean crew! It was full of challenges and also good times. It was interesting because it was a cultural divide as well as a language divide, but I think it worked well in the end. We have a great product, and I think the show looks good.

Do you have any favorite moments?
Joo: I would have to say going to the northern, southern, and eastern regions in Korea. I’ve been to more areas in Korea than my relatives who have lived there their entire lives. And really diving deep into the cuisine in various regions, I feel very fortunate to have had the experience to do that and see certain specialties and certain areas. It was really educational and a tremendous experience. I learned a lot.

You have a busy schedule as an executive chef and food writer. When did you film the episodes?
Joo: All the episodes finished filming a while ago, and then it went into postproduction and then edit, and then it was delivered to the Food Network and the Cooking Channel in the U.K. Last year, I went back to Korea several times. I was there in the summer months, in July and August, and then in October, so there’s a little bit of summer as well as fall. And you’ll see that when you watch the show.

The show debuted on April 19. What are some of the recipes you’ll be sharing this season?
Joo: The series is 10 episodes long, each half an hour. Each episode has its own theme, whether its seafood, barbecue, family meals, fusion. Every episode has its own identity if you will, and I do three recipes in each episode. I have a total of 30 recipes being showcased. It’s everything from Korean-Mexican tacos to the very traditional Korean kimchi stew to popadoms made out of beans. My show really covers a wide range of different types of cuisines and ingredients.

Do you call yourself a Korean American based in London. How has your own jet-setting life influenced the show?
Joo: The premise of the show is basically me traveling around Korea, looking for inspiration for my dishes to cook, and so I’ll go to various restaurants and from that I’ll take one thing or a couple of things and then put my own twist on it. Then I make something entirely new.

With so many other cooking shows focused on cuisines like Southern food and barbecue, what do you hope people take from watching this show?
Joo: This is basically a 101 on Korean as well as Korean cuisine, so it’s really an introduction to the Western world on what Korean looks like, which I think the travelogue part is really important because a lot of people don’t even realize that Korea is a very cool, hip place to be, and it has four seasons, and it’s not tropical. It’s very vibrant, and there are street markets and people are drinking and having a good time. So, I definitely wanted to introduce people to Korea as a fun place to travel to.

If they want to go on vacation in Asia, they should check out Seoul—it’s a ridiculously amazing place to go as well as a food destination for the ultimate foodie. There are so many different flavors going on, and the food scene is dynamic; it’s changing, it’s full of energy—there’s everything from street food like Korean fried chicken to the really...
Hiroshima to Perform During the 2014 JACL National Convention

The Grammy-nominated group will give a special performance at the Double Tree Hotel in San Jose.

By JACL National Convention Committee

The 2014 San Jose JACL National Convention Committee is proud to announce that Grammy-nominated musical group Hiroshima will perform onstage July 10 in a rare South Bay Area appearance during this year’s National Convention.

The award-winning group is set to take the stage at the Double Tree by Hilton Hotel ballroom at 8:30 p.m. In the three decades since they first convened, the Los Angeles-based ensemble of June Kuramoto (keyboards, woodwinds, composer, producer), Kimo Connell (piano, keyboards, composer), Danny Yamamoto (drums, percussion) and Dean Cortez (bass) have blended R&B, pop, world music and jazz to create their own niche in the music world. Integrating traditional Japanese instruments into their musical blend, the band was founded in 1974. The group’s resulting sound was a pioneering voice in the contemporary world music movement of the late 20th century.

Evolution, the twice Grammy-nominated group, highlighted by the sound of June Kuramoto’s shimmering, joto, creates music and sounds that are truly unique — with depth, heart and soul.

At more than 30 years in the recording industry — and more than 4 million records sold — Hiroshima has recorded a series of best-selling albums for Arista, Epic, Quest and Heads Up and are now venturing on their own.

The group’s 19th CD, “J-Town Beat,” is about the effort to retain culture in America, explore their roots and the importance to save Japanese.

Hiroshima’s awards and credits extend beyond the music industry. They include the East West Players’ 40th Anniversary Visionary Award, 2010 Asian Pacific Islander Heritage Community Impact Award for Excellence in Arts and Entertainment (from the California State Assembly), America Society of Young Musicians’ “All That Jazz” Award and many more.

As individuals, its band members are collaborating on numerous projects as diverse as the 2003 feature film “The Last Samurai” (June Kuramoto) and Luis Valdez’s 1981 film “Zoot Suit” (Dan Yamamoto).

For those attending the JACL National Convention under the “Full Convention Package,” one admission ticket for this special concert has been included. Additional admission tickets will be available to purchase at the conference website (http://www.2014jacl.org) and at the Nikkei Traditions of San Jose Japantown, located at 1219 Jackson St. in the heart of San Jose Japantown.

The JACL National Convention Committee would also like to acknowledge Midori Koi (www.koiarts.com) and Nikkei Traditions of San Jose Japantown (www.nikkeitraditions.org) for their generous sponsorship support for this special concert event.

For more information, visit www.jacl.org/2014.
Fukunaga, Keith ‘Tiki,’ 60, Keauai, HI; May 9; he is survived by his daughter, Drdaluke Fukunaga, son, Saul Fukunaga and Keith (Dirna) Fukunaga, companion, Lizzie Quintal, father, Clarence Fukunaga; brother, Carlton (Pauline) Fukunaga; also survived by many nieces, nephews, cousins, aunts and uncles; go: 10.

Hiratsuki, Shizuko, 98, Gardena, CA; May 20; he is survived by his wife, Aya “Aoi”; children, Gary (Kumiko) and Peggy Hiratsuki; also survived by many nieces, nephews and other relatives; gc: 3; ggo: 2.

Hokohmura, Miyoko, 85, San Mateo, CA; May 14; she is predeceased by her devoted husband, Hiroshi Hokohmura; survived by her daughter, Audrey (David) Chan; son, Mark (Keiko) Hokohmura; also survived by other family members; go: 3.

Ichikawa, Ichiro “Barber,” 99, Sunnyvale, CA; May 8; she is survived by her husband, George; sons, Glenn (Teresa) and 40 (Karen); sisters, Jane (Tomo) Kanzaki and Janet (Frank) Suga; she is predeceased by her siblings, Ernie (Sadayo) Ichikawa, Kay (Akira) Yoneda, Jay (Shirley) Ichikawa, Aya (Oden) Ichikawa, and Satsuki (Maryn) Ichikawa; also survived by many other family members; gc: 3.

Kodama, Richard Hiroehi, 85, Honolulu, HI; May 18; he is survived by his son, Robert A.; and James; daughter, Karen M.; brother, Motor T.; gc: 1.

Kuwahara, Kunji Norman, 75, Pa‘a Maida and Raymond (Diane); sister, Lorraine; also survived by many nieces and nephews.

Miyamoto, Kaname Benjamin, 99.

Corez, CA; May 15; he is predeceased by his wife, Yukiko “Roe” Miyamoto; he is also predeceased by his son, Douglas and James “Jimmy” Miyamoto; he is survived by his daughters, Anita (Duncan) Kelley, Betty (John) Casey, Catherine (Lester) Oka and Janet (Leroy) Kanayama; also survived by many other family members; gc: 3.

Miyamoto, Ken, 93, Los Angeles, CA; May 18; he is a former correspondent at Manzanar, CA; he is survived by his wife, Alice Hisako Miyamoto, son, Jerry (Anna); daughter, Jami; also survived by many other family members; gc: 3.

Nakamura, Herbert Kiyoji, 83, Kaneohe, HI; May 6; he is survived by his wife, Betty M.; son, Glenn; daughter, Christine K. Hamasaki; gc: 2; ggc: 1.

Nakano, Bertha Yukiko ‘Tuki,’ 77, Hilo, HI; May 20; she is survived by her son, Chris Nakano and Brian (Paige) Nakano; daughter, Sheri (Tim) Christopher; sister, Sumiko (Carl) Takai and Agnes (Tom) Furutani; brother, George Shigemi Kamamoto; also survived by many nieces and nephews; gc: 3.

Nakani, Scott Takae, 49, Torrance, CA; May 14; survived by his children, Kiana and Alice Nakani; son, Gary; brother, Robert (“Sharon”) Nakani; nephew, John and Darius Nakani; also survived by many relatives and friends.

Onomura, Alice “Sonny,” 88, Pacoima, HI; May 9; he is survived by his wife, Yuriko; son, Guy (Delane); daughter, Eadie; brother, Thomas (Marcia); Robert (Lillian) and Stanley (Susan); also survived by many others; gc: 7.

Yokoyama, Kenneth, Junchi, 98, Honolulu, HI; May 18; he is survived by his sisters, Donald and Ann; brother, Ken; also survived by nieces and nephews; gc: 3.

Yonekawa, Harold Shinj, 92.

Sacramento, CA; May 4; he is predeceased by his parents, Charles and Kikue Kunishita; he is survived by his aunts, Rosie Herota and Nancy Kikugawa; he is also predeceased by many cousins.

Maicoa, John, 56, Winfield, 1; May 12; he is survived by his daughters, Melissa and Jonelle Maicoa; brothers, Daniel (Mary)

Fukumoto, Goro, 97, Sunnyvale, CA; May 14; he is predeceased by his wife, Rieko, survived by his son, Dale (Mary) and Paul; daughter, Barbara (David Adams) Saeki; gc: 2.

Shigematsu Hisa, Seifury, 57, Honolulu, HI; he is survived by his companion, Kimberly N.S. Aria; brother, Larry Aria; Jan Taniguchi, Carolyn Sagae and Gail Perez.

Shimabuku, Rin'uke, 88, Kanake, HI; May 14; he is survived by his wife, Thelma; daughter, Terei Kakakauka; Leila Kamio and Michelle Sepito; brother, Rin'uki; gc: 7; ggo: 2.

Shiroyama, Takami, 68, Hollister, CA; May 21; he is survived by his wife, Kume; children, Minoru (Yukiko), Shigeru (Carrie), Hiromi (Kenny) Wada and Koshi; siblings, Jincho, Minato, Eihi and Chieko; gc: 11; ggc: 10.

Uchiyama, Masayuki, 96, Sausalito, CA; May 15; he is survived by his wife, Reba; daughter, Masa; brother, Wallace Uchiyama; also survived by many nieces and nephews; gc: 3.

Yamamoto, Halene F., 79, Waialua, HI; May 11; Waialua, HI; she is survived by her husband, Herbert; sons, Wayne and Alan; daughter, Rochelle Bigga; brother, Wallace Uchiyama; also survived by many nieces and nephews; gc: 8; ggc: 11.

Yokoyama, Kenneth, Junchi, 98, Honolulu, HI; May 18; he is survived by his sisters, Donald and Ann; brother, Ken; also survived by nieces and nephews; gc: 3.

Yonekawa, Harold Shinj; 92, Kahului, HI; May 7; he is survived by his son, Lloyd Yonekawa; daughter, Ada; and Sarah Kikumura; gc: 3.
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In Memoriam

Robert ‘Bob’ Nakamoto (pictured right with the late Sen. Daniel Inouye), former Japanese American Veterans Asst., (JAV) President (Emeritus) and former Washington, D.C., JACL Chapter President passed away in his home in Leesburg, Va. Nakamoto, known to all as “Bob,” passed away on Wednesday, April 23, 2014, surrounded by his five loving children. He also had 12 grandchildren, one great-grandchild and seven siblings (three deceased). He was president of JAV from 2007-10 and since that time served as chair of JAV’s Finance Committee. He also served in JAV’s Speakers Bureau to publicize the Japanese American experience during WWII, Bob was deeply involved in veterans and community activities nationwide, supporting them with time, executive expertise and contributions. He served as one of the first Washington, D.C., JACL chapter presidents in the 1960s fighting for the rights of Japanese and Asian Americans.

Bob was also chairman of Amor, LLC, and chairman of Inter-American Global, both involved in international exports. Prior to that, he was chairman and principal owner of Base Technology Inc., a 25-year-old International Technology company headquartered in McLean, Va. He also served as a director of corporate affairs for the Department of Defense at the Pentagon, deputy commissioner for planning for the state of Texas, director of planning for Medicare and Medicaid Programs for the federal government and manager of Data Processing for the state of California and Sacramento County. In addition, he served on the President’s Task Force for both parties.

Born in California, Bob graduated from Pitzer College. He was inducted into the Hall of Fame, California State University and was a veteran of the Korean War. During his lifetime, Bob received numerous awards, including the Government of Japan Foreign Minister’s Award in recognition of his efforts to enhance Japan-U.S. relations, was conferred the title of Honorary Citizen of Texas, and, earlier that year, received JAV’s Terry Shima Leadership Award.

Bob will be interred at Arlington National Cemetery at a later date. Amemorial service was held on May 14 in Leesburg, Va. Bob’s family requests that, in lieu of flowers, donations may be made to the ‘Bob Nakamoto Scholarship Fund’ Please send your checks to JAV Treasurer Mark Nakagawa, at 9455 Park Hunt Court, Springfield, VA 22152. On the donation card, please state ‘Bob Nakamoto Scholarship Fund.’

Robert Bob Nakamoto (picture right with the late Sen. Daniel Inouye), former Japanese American Veterans Asst., (JAV) President (Emeritus) and former Washington, D.C., JACL Chapter President passed away in his home in Leesburg, Va. Nakamoto, known to all as “Bob,” passed away on Wednesday, April 23, 2014, surrounded by his five loving children. He also had 12 grandchildren, one great-grandchild and seven siblings (three deceased). He was president of JAV from 2007-10 and since that time served as chair of JAV’s Finance Committee. He also served in JAV’s Speakers Bureau to publicize the Japanese American experience during WWII, Bob was deeply involved in veterans and community activities nationwide, supporting them with time, executive expertise and contributions. He served as one of the first Washington, D.C., JACL chapter presidents in the 1960s fighting for the rights of Japanese and Asian Americans.

Bob was also chairman of Amor, LLC, and chairman of Inter-American Global, both involved in international exports. Prior to that, he was chairman and principal owner of Base Technology Inc., a 25-year-old International Technology company headquartered in McLean, Va. He also served as a director of corporate affairs for the Department of Defense at the Pentagon, deputy commissioner for planning for the state of Texas, director of planning for Medicare and Medicaid Programs for the federal government and manager of Data Processing for the state of California and Sacramento County. In addition, he served on the President’s Task Force for both parties.

Born in California, Bob graduated from Pitzer College. He was inducted into the Hall of Fame, California State University and was a veteran of the Korean War. During his lifetime, Bob received numerous awards, including the Government of Japan Foreign Minister’s Award in recognition of his efforts to enhance Japan-U.S. relations, was conferred the title of Honorary Citizen of Texas, and, earlier that year, received JAV’s Terry Shima Leadership Award.

Bob will be interred at Arlington National Cemetery at a later date. Amemorial service was held on May 14 in Leesburg, Va. Bob’s family requests that, in lieu of flowers, donations may be made to the ‘Bob Nakamoto Scholarship Fund’ Please send your checks to JAV Treasurer Mark Nakagawa, at 9455 Park Hunt Court, Springfield, VA 22152. On the donation card, please state ‘Bob Nakamoto Scholarship Fund.’
Boston Dragon Boat Festival
Boston, MA
June 14-15
MIT Pemoe Boathouse and along the Charles River
Cost: Free

Dragon boats will take over the Charles River at the 36th annual Boston Dragon Boat Festival. Catch the race with 62 competing teams and watch the vibrant boats piloted by paddlers from throughout New England. Cultural programs begin Sunday with live music, yummy food, traditional dance performances and martial art demos. Don't miss this summer festival to cheer on the race and celebrate an ancient Chinese tradition.


>>NATIONAL

The 49th Annual National JACL Convention
SAN JOSE, CA
July 9-12
Double Tree by Hilton
2050 Gateway Place
The 2014 JACL National Convention’s theme is “We Are Americans.” Early bird registration deadline ends June 15. The convention will also offer a la carte events, including a Hiroshima concert and a reading of “Valley of the Heart.”

>>MDC

Natsu Matsuri Summer Festival
Chicago, IL
June 22, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Buddhist Temple of Chicago
1151 W. Leland
Come out for an afternoon of chicken teriyaki, sushi, soba noodles and more with family and friends. The evening is set for a taiko drum demonstration, haiku competition and a gift and book sale. A live traditional cultural exhibit will also be on display for visitors to see as well as Miniatures like the “Taste of Chicago Buddhism.”
Food presales end June 15.

>>EDC

Summer Walks Sushi and Stroll 2014
Delray Beach, FL
June 11 and 13
Morikami Museum and Japanese Gardens
4000 Morikami Park Road
Cost: Adults $8; members and kids (3 and under) are free
Experience and enjoy a summer evening in the Japanese gardens with a cold drink at the Morikami Museum. Guests will enjoy Pan-Asian cuisine from Morikami’s Cornell Café and a relaxed drum performance from Fushu Daku. Seating is limited for the taiko performance, and tables will be sold at $20 on a first-come, first-served basis at 5:30 p.m.
Info: Visit www.morikami.org or call (561) 405-0233.

>>PNW

54th Annual Japan-American Society Annual Golf Tournament
Mukilteo, WA
July 18, 10 a.m.
Harbour Pointe Golf Course
Cost: Player registration $150
Play on the beautiful greens at the Annual Golf Tournament. Enjoy a spectacular view of the waterfront and gorgeous open courses with fellow colleagues and friends. This year’s tournament will have entertainment and a dinner, as well as the 19th Hole Awards Ceremony. Contests include the chipping and putting contest as well.
Info: Register at www.jassw.info.

>>PSSW

DTLA Night Market
Los Angeles, CA
June 20-21, 4 p.m.–Midnight
Staples Center, Lot 7
1120 S. Figueroa St.
Cost: $7 Prasals, $10 at the door; Children under 5 are free
Experience the 826 Night Market in the heart of downtown Los Angeles. The original Asian-themed night market produced by 826 Night Market features outdoor food, crafts, merchandize and art and music festivals set against the dramatic backdrop of downtown’s skyline.
Support local businesses.

ADVERTISE HERE
Events in the calendar section are listed based on space availability. Place a Spotlight ad with photos of your event for maximum exposure.

FOR MORE INFO:
Tiffany@spacificcitizen.org
(213) 620-1767
It tastes great, though, and unlike natto, there’s no yucky texture to deal with.

Another favorite sushi dish is kimchi, or fermented cabbage with red chili pepper powder and garlic, a Korean staple that my mom used to make years ago and one that Erin and I have been making the past year as we’ve gotten into fermenting food. (Warning: A lot of fermenting means a lot of stinky food.)

Kimchi is made primarily using napa cabbage, but you can also make it with carrot and daikon. The daikon, by itself, is faintly prungent, but making it into kimchi makes the odor level several notches.

Japanese love daikon radish. When we visited my uncle and aunt in the small fishing town of Nemuro a few years ago in Japan, it was daikon season, and everyone in town had a stack in their yard with more than a dozen — sometimes several dozen — daikon, strung up to dry. Once they shriveled up, they’re cut and used for various side dishes, including takuan.

We also grate daikon and gloop it on top of fish or meat, adding that layer of unmistakable odor to the fleshy of the protein underneath. With soy sauce added, it’s pretty damned delicious!

Growing up, my mom used to cook for the family Western-style dinners like steak, burgers or even spaghetti, but she often would cook a Japanese meal for herself, and that meal would often be salad on pon, plump, with rice and vegetables such as takuan or maybe kimchi. This was my food culture as a child.

I bet it was the food culture in many Japanese American homes, even, in the years after WWII when many families tried to underplay their Japanese heritage, because food culture is one of our strongest ties to the past and to our community.

Gil Asahawa is a member of the Pacific Citizen Editorial Board and the author of “Being Japanese American.” He blogs about Japanese and Asian American issues on his blog at www.asahawa.com, and he’s on Facebook, Twitter and lots of other social media. He was recently named the 2014 Asian American Journalists Association AARP Social Media Fellow.

Some of Gil Asahawa’s favorite foods to eat — and among the stickiest — include (from left) kimchi, takuan and natto.

Among the offerings featured on Chef Judy Joo’s TV series are Korean street food such as salted caramel Hanbok pancakes.

authentically rich and traditional soups and stews. That’s the food going on in Korea — we just provide people with a little taste and what the food looks like. You obviously can’t always taste things from watching the TV, but just to educate people a little bit of what Korean food is and what Korea is like.

Anything else that can people can look forward to with “Korean Food Made Simple”?

Joo: I think that Asian Americans are a very important demographic in America. Also, we being Asian American, I feel very strongly in trying to help promote the community. And it’s through publications like yours and shows like mine that we become more visible, so I just wanted to say that we all have to help each other and support each other. And I’m kind of part of the way, and it makes things easier for the next generation. We’ll eventually get there — you’ll see Asian Americans on the covers of magazines. It’s baby steps, but I think it’s important to support the community. We’ll get there eventually.

“Korean Food Made Simple” currently airs on the Cooking Channel on Saturdays at 12:30 p.m. ET. For more information on the series and for complete recipes, visit www.cookingchanneltv.com/korean-food-made-simple.html.

For people who want to hear better.

Make it a Spectacular Summer with Better Hearing!

For over 26 years, millions of Americans have trusted HearUSA for the best hearing care in America and the only organization providing TotalCare.

Total Care Experience
Most complete and accurate hearing check-up.

Total Care Technology
Video Otoscopy examination — a look inside your ear to determine if you have ear wax.

Total Care Selection
HearUSA offers a broad selection of advanced hearing aids from trusted brands.

Call Toll Free today for a FREE Hearing Check-up!
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with Hearing Screening

Financing as low as $33/mo.*
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